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The Subway Mouse: Reid, Barbara, Reid, Barbara ...  
A mouse living deep beneath the city in a subway station journeys to find Tunnel's End, a mythical land where the air is sweet and the sky is blue.

Details of Subway branch with one-star food hygiene rating ...  
The artwork in this book is wonderful. As others have mentioned, the artwork is plasticine with found objects incorporated which gives it a bit of a 3D-ish effect.

Amazon.com: Customer reviews: The Subway Mouse  
Step 2: As you read aloud The Subway Mouse, point out the subway system, concentrating on the subway cars. Step 3: Begin the project by placing the refrigerator boxes on their sides, end to end. They will be your subway cars. Step 4: Use the utility knife to cut out windows down the length of the refrigerator boxes. Don't forget to include doors.

Play Subway Surfers Online  
Don’t mess with these mice. The photographer who captured two mice duking it out over crumbs on a subway station platform in London has won the People’s Choice Award for the Natural His...

The Subway Mouse | Quill and Quire  
A mouse named Nib lives in a subway station with old mice who tell tales about the “Tunnel’s End.” Nib decides to make a journey to the Tunnel’s End and has quite an adventure along the way. Read aloud video by Harmony Square

The Subway Mouse by Barbara Reid | Scholastic  
‘However, it is extremely important to the Subway Brand that all of the stores operate to the highest of standard of Cleanliness & Hygiene...’ Sylvia Anderson was not impressed by Subway’s ...

Subway Mouse: A Story (Original) - YouTube  
Children will enjoy poring over the detailed images of the world from a mouse’s viewpoint, and many will see themselves in intrepid Nib, who feels at odds with his cacophonous family and dreams of a sweet, cozy nest of his own.

The Subway Mouse - Teaching Children Philosophy - Prindle ...  
Many have commented that it was only AFTER trying to write the 1000 word essay on "The Subway Mouse" that they truly understand all of the elements of Literature. In the story, there is a hero (Protagonist), a helper, an Antagonist.
The Subway Mouse has been honoured as a Blue Spruce nominee, a Governor General's Literary Award Finalist and a recipient of the Ruth and Sylvia Schwartz Children's Book Award. The story really has something for everyone: animal lovers, subway enthusiasts, artists, and adventurers.

Pic of mouse fight on subway platform took a week to capture
Subway sandwiches so sugary they can't legally be called bread in Ireland, court rules "They've got mouse droppings all over the place, including the public toilets and the staff toilets, the staff toilets are deemed as disgusting."
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The Subway Mouse: Reid, Barbara, Reid, Barbara ...
Subway Surfers is an endless runner game. As the hooligans run, they grab gold coins out of the air while simultaneously dodging collisions with railway cars and other objects, and can also jump on top of the trains to evade capture. Special events, such as the Weekly Hunt, can result in in-game rewards and characters.

Erika Jenko - YouTube
The Subway Mouse. by Barbara Reid. Nib is a mouse who lives in a subway tunnel. One day he decides to leave his nest, family, and friends to try to find the legendary “Tunnel’s End.” Some mice say it is only an “old mouse tale,” but Nib is persistent and sets off alone.

The Subway Mouse, Book by Barbara Reid (Paperback) | www ...
Bits of real litter and found bric-a-brac in Reid’s plasticine subterranean scenes add an air of authenticity to this grand tale of a mouse who leaves his cozy subway station nest to find the fabled “Tunnel’s End.” Sparked by elders’ stories of beauty and danger in a roofless land, young Nib sets off into the dark, encountering both hazards and companionship along the way, and ...
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